This paper focuses on the role of Jews in the Red Army in general and during WWII in particular.
At the end of this paper I present several personal stories of Jewish combatants, some of them based on unpublished, primary sources.
Brief Overview of Jews in the Red Army
Since 1827, when Emperor Nicholas I issued his "Statute on Conscription Duty" to counteract the "buy out" practices previously in use, 7 Jewish men were subject to conscription into the Russian army. The census of 1926 shows that under early Soviet rule the ratio of Jews in the Red Army was 24% higher than in the general population. 8 The ratio for the officer corps was even more disproportionate, a fact that may be explained by the generally higher level of education of Jews than that of their Russian peers. 9 During the upheavals referred to as "Stalin's reign of terror," in 1937-1938, about 700,000 members of the high-ranking military and political establishment in the USSR were executed on direct orders from Stalin, 10 including many members of the Jewish elite. There is no indication, however, that this persecution can be attributed to their Jewishness as opposed to their position in the system. 11 At the same time, the military careers of a considerable number of high-ranking Jewish officers continued throughout WWII, and many even survived post-war purges in the army.
Jews in the Red Army during WWII
With the outbreak of WWII, the disproportionate representation of Jews in the Red Army increased even further, as did the ratio of promotions and decorations awarded to Jewish combatants. The following numbers illustrate the recruitment of Jews, as volunteers and conscripts, in large population centers:
12 Moscow -140,000 (population of 5 million); Leningrad -130,000 (population of 3.2 million); Odessa -55,000 (population of 604,000); Kiev -35,000 (population of 846,000). In certain military units, such as the Latvian Division, where Jewish soldiers constituted 30%, the numbers are even more disproportionate. 13 The motivation of the Jews to fight was clearly fueled also by the news of the destruction of Jewry at the hands of the Nazis. This circumstance did not escape the attention of the political leadership of the Red Army (GPUKA), which stated, "the most loyal elements in the Red Army during this difficult phase of the war were mostly Russians defending the homeland ("Mother Russia") and Jewish soldiers." 14 The special motivation of the Jews prompted a suggestion to form Jewish fighting units. Thus, on February 12, 1943, Abram Margolis, the Commissar of the 32nd Infantry Division, called for the formation of a Jewish division, in light of the singularly horrific suffering that Jews were experiencing at the hands of the Nazis.
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Numbers alone do not tell the full story, however. During WWII, Jewish soldiers attained high ranks and received prestigious decorations. In Lithuania, the following Jewish generals participated in and commanded units during some of the most arduous phases of the war: General and Commander Izrail Borskin of the 65th Army, General Grigori Plaskov of the 2nd Armored Corps, and General Moise Kharkovsy of the 12th Artillery. These generals and scores of other Jewish soldiers received "Order of Lenin" decorations. 16 Altogether, during the 1940-1945 period, a total of 229 Jews were promoted to the rank of General or Admiral. 17 The ranks of the decorated soldiers and officers were entirely out of proportion with the percentage of Jews in the population at large or even in the armed forces: in absolute terms, Jews accounted for the fourth largest number of highly decorated soldiers by nationality, following Russians, Ukrainians, and Belarusians, but naturally, out of a far smaller population. 18 The highest military honor, "Hero of the Soviet Union," was accorded to 154 Jews. 19 A telling detail of this remarkable saga is that on January 31, 1943, at 7 (Hundert 2008) .
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18 (Arad 2010, pp. 24 21 Kirill hailed from Belarus and happened to land in Moscow when war broke out. He also just happened to have a friend whose father was a high-ranking Commissar. The combination of war and soldiering opened up educational opportunities, all of which he availed himself of. Thus, this young Jew, unlike that the rest of Dubrovnov's Jews, driven like cattle into the town square, in 1941, and burned or shot, survived and prospered. He remained a lifelong admirer of Comrade Stalin.
After WWII, the fortunes of Jewish soldiers in the Red Army vary. Some officers made a lifetime career in the armed forces and continued successfully during several phases of Stalin's rule and through successive purges and reshufflings of the higher ranks. General Yakov Kreyzer was the highest-ranking Jew in the Red Army. He was a Colonel General and Army Commander who remained in the military and subsequently held several important government positions, until his death in 1961, and was buried with full honors. Colonel Isaac Graifer, whose story appears at the end of this article, had a similar path of success before, during, and after WWII. Many Jews found that acquiring higher education before joining the military, or alternatively, using the opportunity to acquire education while serving, made them ideally suited for a military career. A rich accounting of specific individuals appears in a detailed work by Reuben Ainsztein, 22 where we learn, among others, that Matrosov's legendary feat of blocking a German machine gun with his body to allow his comrades to advance was repeated by Yosif Bumagin in Breslau, Poland, and in the Battle of Moscow by Yakov Paderin, both Jews.
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Despite the ability of several Jewish officers to maintain their careers in the military after WWII, the anti-Semitism that Stalin incited after the war affected all Jews in the post-WWII USSR, including those in the military. The story that best epitomizes the treatment of the Jews in the USSR after the war is that of the "Unknown Black Book" 24 and of the "tragic legacy of the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee (JAC)."
25 JAC was established during the war and enlisted some of the most brilliant Jewish minds in literature and the arts to record the Nazi atrocities and serve the Soviet propaganda in its efforts to raise funds for the war in the West, primarily in the US and in England. The results were excellent, and many portions of the records thus collected found their way overseas. As the war came to an end, however, there was no longer a need to evoke sympathy for particular groups, especially not for the Jews.
26 Therefore, the effort to produce the "Black Book" and bring it to the West ran afoul of official policy. Portions of the manuscript made their way to New York, where the "Black Book" was published in 1946. But no Russian edition appeared and one by one the Jewish activists were executed. The leader of the JAC, Solomon Mikhoels, was murdered in a staged car accident in 1948.
History, Scholarship and Culture
In answer to a question about why it has taken so long to reveal the full stories of Jews in the Red Army, Professor Dina Porat reflected that although the data and facts existed, they were never contextualized as part of Jewish history, until the first wave of publications in the 1970s, and the subsequent expansion of scholarship, especially when access to the archives became available after the fall of Communism. 27 Note that in general, under Soviet rule, WWII held a special place in reality, history, and scholarship. Any attempt to single out a national group for attention was resisted. Altshuler wrote the definite article on the subject: "Jewish Holocaust Commemoration in the USSR under Stalin." In 1992, Edith Clowes wrote that "Indeed until recently, Soviet literature on the extermination of the Jews has deliberately been unwilling to distinguish the Holocaust from unichtozhenie (annihilation) and katastrofa (catastrophe) as these were applied to the general Russian experience, and omitted any uniquely Jewish aspect of the Nazi Final Solution."
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The change in the attitude of historiography and scholarship followed developments on the ground. Professor Porat recounts the appearance of Jewish Soviet war veterans at rallies and meetings in Israel, bedecked with a chest full of 20 Ibid (pp. 59). 21 (Merridale 2006, pp. 38-41) . 22 (Ainsztein 1966) . 23 Ibid (pp. 13). 24 (Rubenstein and Altman 2010) . 25 Ibid pp. IX. 26 (Zeltser and Megowan 2014) . 27 Professor Dina Porat gave a lecture on July 27, 2014 at Haifa University, and was gracious enough to answer a few questions I posed for her. 28 Ibid (pp. 888). 
The Stories
Stories of individual valor of Jewish soldiers have gained recognition only in recent times, and the sacrifices of countless Jewish soldiers have been routinely suppressed in the narratives of most scholarship. 33 The ones reproduced here are intended to illuminate and breathe life into the above narrative of facts and figures.
Colonel Isaac Graifer: A suitcase always packed in the hallway
The story of Colonel Isaac Graifer is recounted based on a series of interviews with his daughter in Moscow (via Skype) and his granddaughter in Israel. I am in possession of a large amount of documents detailing his career and personal life, some of which are reproduced at the end of the paper. 30 (Asher 2003, pp. 883-89) . 31 (Volkogonov and Shukman 1998) . 32 (Roberman 2009, pp. 58-59) . 33 (Roberman 2009, pp. 53-56) . 34 (Archives 2005 (Archives -2014 .
Division. In 1947, still in the army, he was demoted but remained in the army, probably because his professional expertise was valuable. His daughter recalls that Isaac Graifer never wore civilian clothes and that she never saw him except in uniform. At the same time, there was always a suitcase packed in the hallway, waiting for the eventuality that he would be taken suddenly from his home and family. 
Abram Gutman: "We had to"
Abram Gutman describes his actions during the war as a turn of duty: "we had to." What follows is an excerpt from the records of the Balatnik Archives (NYC): "Gutman enlisted in the army in 1940 and was directed to a naval base on the Khanko Peninsula, near the border with Finland. Sirens announced the start of war on June 22, 1941, and Gutman participated in the construction of fortified gun positions and shore barricades, and set up mine fields. He finished the war in Leningrad." 38 I was injured under the following circumstances. We were setting up mines in anticipation of enemy infantry, anti-infantry and anti-tank mines. This was at night. Our platoon commander, Boris Ivanovich Pochkin -I have his photograph -he felt that the work we did wasn't enough, because field mines were covered with crap, so to say, and experienced enemy combat engineers could immediately recognize the mines. He wanted to set up something better. So the improvement consisted of wiring fuses onto the mines. The fuses were very thin wires, practically invisible. If the fuse were touched slightly, the minefield would explode. So to set up the fuses, two units of the platoon had to work on it, the unit under my command and another unit under the command of Otsenko.
We were setting up the mines, and our platoon commander ordered the rest of the soldiers to leave the premises and we remained by ourselves -the platoon commander, Otsenko, and me -so we could finish setting up the fuses. This was a very responsible, complicated task. Most importantly, this task needed lighting, which we didn't have because we were working at night. So if you touched the wire, we knew what would happen. So that's why he ordered everyone except us to leave; we were better trained and more experienced. The second guy, Otsenko, was also educated; he had already graduated from a technical school. I had finished two years of a university program, and he graduated from a technical school. He was older than me. A good guy. He died on the spot.
So naturally we were discovered and [the enemy] immediately began firing at us. What happened was they were using mortars, which blew up our mines. And on top of that, Otsenko must have touched the charge that he was setting up. And so the image, which has stayed with me for the rest of my life, how everything was torn out of here (points to his stomach) and here (points to his head). He was still breathing and blood was spraying out of his head. This image remained with me forever. Obviously, he died on the spot.
My platoon commander was also injured, a serious injury. My injury turned out to be the least critical, which is why I carried my platoon commander out of the trenches, from the place where we were working. Because he was an officer and because his injury was more serious than mine, he was evacuated immediately. I didn't see him after that. Only later did the medic come to me and I was taken out. I was exhausted, all that mud, all that dirt, they had to operate on me three times because of the infection… what is it called… blood infection. I was pretty down. And we were taken to the underground hospital; I was carried in on a stretcher, and brought into the big room. This was an operating room. I saw light, electricity; I hadn't seen electricity in a very long time, all this light! There were many tables, operating tables… and there were women! Beautiful women! When I saw these women, I understood that life was worth living, and I felt good, and I felt sure that I would survive."
Conclusion
From the October Revolution onward, through Sovietization, Stalinism, WWII, and the Holocaust, serving in the Red Army has been pivotal for the personal history of many Russian Jews. After the collapse of Soviet Communism, this service continued to reverberate individually, and in the collective memory, of Russian Jews. As more and more Jews arrived in Israel, the Jewish Red Army soldier has come to assume a central role in their collective identity, and has become part of the narrative of the State of Israel. Thus, the "migrating past" continues as a present-day cultural dynamic.
